Abstract. The inverse limit of an inverse system of nonempty (respectively, minimal Hausdorff) //-closed spaces with continuous open surjective bonding maps is shown to be a nonempty //-closed (respectively, minimal Hausdorff) space. This result is used to resolve a conjecture, in the affirmative, of S. Our construction was motivated by the observation that for several wellknown examples of HC spaces X, there is an open set U of X such that if disjoint copies of X are identified on the complement of U, the resultant quotient space, (X, U), is a MH space which maps onto X by ¡l continuous open map. See Examples (4.1) and (4.2). Unfortunately, we have not been able to construct such an open set U for an arbitrary HC space X. Under these circumstances, we naturally turn to inverse limits in order to "regularize" each of the open sets of X, one at a time.
1. Introduction. A space (all spaces in this paper are assumed to be Hausdorff spaces) is H-closed (HC) or absolutely closed if it is closed in any Hausdorff space in which it is embedded. A space is minimal Hausdorff (MH) if no proper subtopology is Hausdorff. The continuous image of a MH space is known to be HC; S. W. Willard [W, p. 270] has conjectured that, conversely, every HC space is the continuous image of some MH space. In this paper we answer Willard's conjecture affirmatively by constructing the required MH space using inverse limit techniques. We also show that the inverse limit of an inverse system of nonempty HC (MH) spaces with open continuous surjective bonding maps is nonempty and HC (MH). This result is the principal tool employed to answer Willard's conjecture.
Our construction was motivated by the observation that for several wellknown examples of HC spaces X, there is an open set U of X such that if disjoint copies of X are identified on the complement of U, the resultant quotient space, (X, U), is a MH space which maps onto X by ¡l continuous open map. See Examples (4.1) and (4.2). Unfortunately, we have not been able to construct such an open set U for an arbitrary HC space X. Under these circumstances, we naturally turn to inverse limits in order to "regularize" each of the open sets of X, one at a time.
2. Inverse limits of HC spaces. In this section we show that an inverse system of nonempty HC spaces with open continuous surjective bonding maps has a nonempty HC inverse limit. The result is obtained by showing that every such system induces an inverse system of nonempty compact spaces with continuous bonding maps with a nonempty compact inverse limit. We also show that the inverse limit of a system of nonempty MH spaces with open continuous surjective bonding maps is nonempty and MH.
( [I, pp. 295-296] has shown that wX maps irreducibly, ^-continuously and perfectly onto X.
Let & be a set directed by <. Suppose for each a E â that Xa is a space and that for each pair a, ß E & with ß < a, there is a continuous function ®aß-%a -* Xß sucn tnat ®aa is tne identity map on Xa and y < ß < a implies <&ay = di^O^. Then we say (A',,, Oa/3, &} is an inverse system. A point (/?") E IlaegA^ is called a ínrará of the system if ß < 8 implies Pp = $Sß(ps). The set of all threads is called the inverse limit of the system and is denoted by inv lim(Ara, <J>a/3, (£} or simply by Xx. If B c Xß for some ß E ffi, denote by <£>" the set {(/;") E Xjpß E 5}.
(2.2) //A" is HC, then the natural map e: OX -^ X sending an open ultrafilter to the point to which it converges is a 0-continuous perfect surjection [I, p. 296] .
(2.3) Let {Xa, <fraß, &} be an inverse system. Sets of the form {V}x, where V is open in some Xß, constitute a basis for Xx [C, p. 234] .
(2.4) // [Xa, d>a/3, (J) ¿s an inverse system of nonempty compact spaces and continuous functions, then its inverse limit is nonempty and compact [C, p. 235] . exists % E OX with % -*p andf(tyL) = %' (that is, %' = {f(U)\U E %}) [M, p. 290] . Proof. Let {Xa, <Pa/3, &} be an inverse system of nonempty HC spaces and open surjections. For each pair a, ß G &, ß < a, let <&*ß be the unique continuous open surjection of 0Xa onto 9Xß given by (2.6). Note that since <b%p is the unique map satisfying (2.6), {9Xa, «P*^, 61} is an inverse system, i.e. if S < ß < a, then 0*^0*^ = 0*s. Hence, by (2.4), the inverse limit X* of {9Xa: <b%ß, &} is a nonempty compact Hausdorff space. We will show that the map ex: X* -» Xx, which assigns to each thread of ultrafilters the thread of their limits, is surjective and 0-continuous. To this end, let ß G & jind let V be open in Xß. We will show eoe{^Ovyoe) c(VyM, which equals (V)x by (2.7). Suppose «"((%")) G^F)^. Then no point of V is an adherent point of %, which implies Xß -V = W G ^. So % G ¿V and (%.") G (CV)«,.
But (O^)«, n (Ovyx = 0, so (%a) G <0K>00, and eoe is 0-continuous. Now let (/?a) G A^. Let ea:9Xa^>Xa be the 0-continuous evaluation function of (2.2). By (3.4) of [DP], Pa = e~\pa) is compact (and nonempty), and by (2.6), {Pa, ^*ß\Pa, &} is an inverse system. Its inverse limit is nonempty by (2.4) and is a subset of e ~ '((/>0)). Thus ex is surjective and Xx is nonempty. Finally, Xx is HC since it is the (^-continuous image of the compact space X*. Proof. Let {0Xa, <^*ß, &} be the induced system of (2.6). Let U be any open ultrafilter on Xy converging to p. By (2.10), <.{U}}X¥"0 (in the induced system) and so 0 ^ eM«{ £/}> J c <{p}>x. Proof. It is known that a space is MH if and only if it is HC and semiregular [K] . By (2.8), Xx is HC. It remains to show that Xx is semiregular. Let (pa) E A"^ and let (V}x be a neighborhood of (pa) In (4.4) we give an example of a system of MH spaces with continuous surjection bonding maps with a nonminimal Hausdorff inverse limit.
3. HC spaces as the continuous open image of MH spaces. In this section, for any HC space X, we use Theorem (2.8) and construct an inverse system of HC spaces with continuous open surjective maps and with a MH inverse limit A'00 that maps onto X. We first show that it is possible to "regularize" an open set U of X while retaining the //-closedness of X, i.e., we construct an HC space Z containing X in which U is a regular open subset of Z.
(3.1) The regularization of an open set. Let U be open in a space X and let h be a homeomorphism of X onto A" with X n A" = 0." Let \p be the natural map on X u A" for the decomposition whose only nondegenerate elements are doubletons of the form {x, h{x)} with x E X -U. Denote by (A", U) the decomposition space with the quotient topology. Let P: X u X' -> X be given by P(x) = x, x G X, and P(x) = h~\x), x G X'. P is easily seen to be continuous and open, and Pip ~ ' = tr is single-valued, continuous, open, and surjective. We call it the natural projection of (X, U) onto X.
One may think of (X, U) as the union of X with a disjoint copy U' of U so that the frontiers of U and U' coincide. Then U' forms a "blister" on X over t/, causing both U and I/' to be regular open in (A', U). Specifically, (3 Proof. This follows immediately since (X, U) is the continuous image of the HC space X u A".
To follow is a process in which the open sets of X are allowed to "blister" one at a time, cumulatively. The resulting inverse limit space will be semiregular and will map openly onto X. Let ea: 9Xa^Xa and ex: X*^>XX be the evaluation maps of (2.6) and (2.8).
Notation. Unless otherwise defined, objects referred to in the balance of this section are those of the above construction. Proof. Suppose $ßy is a continuous open surjection for all y < ß < a. Case 1. a is a limit ordinal.
We make the inductive assumption that for ß < a and pß E Xß, there is a thread (p,), I < t < ß, so that if 1 < s < t < ß, then the consistency property <P,s(p,) = ps holds. Let ß E & axiapß E Xß. Thus, for each 1 < t < ß, assume we have chosen p, E X, so that the thread (p,) has the above consistency property.
Suppose ß < 8 < a and for all ß < y < 8 we have chosen py E A^ so that the thread (p,), 1 < / < y, is a thread with the consistency property. If 5 = 50 + 1, just choose/^ E Xs so that <J>M (ps) = ps. If 5 is a limit ordinal, let pÄ = (/?,), 0 < / < 5. Finally, pa is defined to be (p,), 0 < t < a. Therefore each <fraß is a surjection.
For B c Xß, ß < a, define ( Proof. Suppose true for ß < a. If a is not a limit ordinal, then Xa = (xa-i> fya-oiC^a-i)) which is Hc bY (3-3)-Otherwise Xa = invhm{Xß, 9ßY, &a) which is HC by (2.8). The only threads in the system have the form (c", c", cn, . . . ) or (a, a, a, . . .), and we see that Xx is an infinite discrete space, hence not HC. Thus the requirement in (2.8) that the maps <baß be surjective is necessary. (4.4) The requirement in (2.12) that 4>a/8 be open is necessary. For let Y be the space (A, U) of (4.1). We "unzip" Y along X -U in the following sense to get two disjoint open copies of X. Let Yk consist of the planar points amn = (l/w, 1/"). cm = (1/w, 0) (m, n G /+), dm = (l/m, -1) (m < *), and ¿>mn = (1/w, 1/-« -1) for w < k and ¿^ = (1/w, 1/-«) for w > k. Adjoin to Yk the two new points a, ß whose basic neighborhoods have the form {amn\n > n0} u {a} and {¿>"J/i > «0) U {ß}> respectively, where n0 G /+. Call this augmented space Yk. Define ®k(k-iy Yk^> Yk_x to be the identity function except that $k(k-i}(dk) = ck. Note that Yk is MH and ®k(k-\) is continuous and surjective but not open. For / < k, put $kJ = *(/+i)y' " ' ^*(*-i) as usua' and let ®kk °e the identity function on Yk. Consider Yx = inv lim{ Yk, <bkj, /+). We observe that its elements are of the following form. It is easy to see that amn and bmn are isolated (e.g., for any k G /+ let <U e 1*; since {am"} is open in KÄ, {a~mn\ = <{jju,}>» ■ °Pen)-^^ basic neighborhoods of a and ¿8 are {amn|« > n0) u (a) and {¿>mn|/J > n0] U {ß}, respectively. If V is a basic neighborhood of cm in Yk, then
